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Abstract

Natural Language Processing has recently made understanding human inter-
action easier, leading to improved sentimental analysis and behaviour predic-
tion. However, the choice of words and vocal cues in conversations presents
an underexplored rich source of natural language data for personal safety and
crime prevention. When accompanied by audio analysis, it makes it possible
to understand the context of a conversation, including the level of tension
or rift between people. Building on existing work, we introduce a new infor-
mation fusion approach that extracts and fuses multi-level features including
verbal, vocal, and text as heterogeneous sources of information to detect the
extent of violent behaviours in conversations. Our multilevel multimodel fu-
sion framework integrates four types of information from raw audio signals
including embeddings generated from both BERT and Bi-long short-term
memory (LSTM) models along with the output of 2D CNN applied to Mel-
frequency Cepstrum (MFCC) as well as the output of audio Time-Domain
dense layer. The embeddings are then passed to three-layer FC networks,
which serve as a concatenated step. Our experimental setup revealed that
the combination of the multi-level features from different modalities achieves
better performance than using a single one with F1 Score=0.85. We ex-
pect that the findings derived from our method provides new approaches for
violence detection in conversations.
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1. Introduction

The multi-dimensional nature of speech and conversation presents a de-
manding task for computational machines to understand how individuals
communicate with one another. The understanding of a conversation is
highly subjective to the individuals involved, due to the merger of speech,
communication patterns, and the surrounding context. Individuals take on
different personalities by different triggers, and therefore there is a need to
employ multiple modalities simultaneously. This challenging environment
becomes even more complex when violent or harmful language is incorpo-
rated, as inaccurate detection could lead to potential consequences.

Ultimately, violent acts consist of individual human beings inflicting harm
on other human beings. The emotional states of the perpetrators at those
moments can have a decisive effect on the degree of violence and even on
whether any aggression occurs at all. On the other hand, aggression is a
behaviour, emotion is a feeling state, and so the links between aggression
and behaviour involve relationships between objective actions and subjective
feelings [1]. Several studies reveal that intimate-partner relationships can
provide a potential context for intense emotions and conflicts, which can
result in serious injuries or even death [2].

Emotion is naturally a complex and subjective research area, as a number
of conversational, environmental, and personal factors can be combined to
form the wider context of what is occurring. Given the ambiguity and versa-
tility of personal emotions, their accurate recognition becomes an extremely
challenging task which has been investigated by several researchers [3, 4].
Researchers have attempted to detect and recognise emotions using speech
recognition [3, 5, 6], image analysis [7, 8, 9] and Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) which is often applied to the expansive datasets formed through
the use of social media services such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube to
understand the sentiment of the interaction [10, 11, 12, 13]. The ultimate
objective of NLP is to interpret, decipher, and make sense of the human
languages in a manner that is valuable. Therefore, emotion analysis includ-
ing negative emotions and behaviour analysis might help in detecting the
level of potential violence in human interaction. Recently, there have been
multiple research efforts that looked at detecting negative emotions such as
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abusive language [14] and bullying [15] in online conversations, however, it is
much more challenging to obtain a recorded conversation that is happening
behind closed doors in real-life settings. Focussing entirely on text means the
analysis misses the vocal cues and other sound clues available in the environ-
ment when the conversation occurs. Violence characterisation is subjective
in nature, which makes violent incidents being usually manifested through
characteristic audio signals (e.g., screams, gunshots etc). Sound (including
low-frequency sounds) is often utilised in movies to elevate tension. Audio
signals for violence detection are often used as an additional feature where
abrupt changes in energy level of the audio signal are detected using the
energy entropy criterion [16].

So far the field of multi-modal violence analysis in conversations has not
received much attention. Inspired by these observations, we argue that with
the power of technology and the ability to momentarily assess real-world
data, it is now possible to go beyond sentimental analysis, hate, and abusive
language detection online to detect violence during verbal conversations. To
this end, we propose a novel approach to aspect-level violence classification
based on multi-model data fusion. The main contributions of this work are
three-fold:

1. A multimodal fusion system for violence detection in conversations us-
ing features and embeddings automatically extracted with a combined
deep learning approach.

2. A multi-level feature extraction approach that utilises transcribed text
from audio conversation as an effective modality for detecting violence.
To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that the combination of
audio Frequency and Time Domain features combined by transcribed
text about violence has been proposed.

3. To motivate further research on violence detection using multimodel
approaches in real-time using wearable and portable technologies that
can assess the violence level and send an alert.

Our data fusion approach developed at different levels as follows:

1. Multi-level data extraction, resulting in rich and heterogeneous fused
audio and text data.

2. Feature Fusion by extracting key text features including (Psycho Lin-
guistic Lexicon Linguistic Inquiry [17] and Bidirectional Encoder Rep-
resentations from Transformers (BERT) [18], and audio features using
Mel-frequency Cepstrum (MFCC) and Time Domain features.
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3. Decision fusion by combining multiple classifiers from different modal-
ities for violence detection.

Thus, to provide objective metrics of feature relevance and system perfor-
mance in full realism, a number of relevant recordings from english television
series and other audiovisual related material containing violence or abusive
conversations are retrieved. The corresponding audio signals are extracted
from the videos and segmented into 10ms chunks and labelled according to
whether they contain verbal abuse or not on a scale from 1 to 5. The seg-
ments are then fed into the fusion algorithms (both audio and NLP features
after transcribing the clips). The resultant dataset embodies a total of 3
hours and 36 minutes of audio data. With this, a total of 1295 segments
are obtained, from which 633 contain verbal abuse and the remaining 662 do
not contain any form of verbal abuse. The experimental results show that
our approach has performed well with our fusion model achieving nearly F1
score=0.85, which contributes towards the advancement of violence detection
techniques in conversations.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. We present related
work on the issue in the following section. Then we explain and analyse
the study used in this paper. Next, the attained results along with their
implications and limitations are elaborated. Finally, we conclude the paper
and suggest some potential future work.

2. Vocal Aggression Detection

Over the past few years there have been many research efforts to recognise
emotions and sentimental analysis in text [19]. Very little attempts has been
found that are linked to detecting violence in language. These attempts
were limited to hate speech [20] or violence on social networks [21]. The
majority of the sentiment analysis research has focused on textual data [22].
However, two main factors are leading to the employment and development
of alternative approaches and methods for emotion inference. On the one
hand, the advent of ubiquitous computing is leading to an increasing use of
ubiquitous sensors such as microphones or video cameras which can be easily
and conveniently embedded within different environments. On the other
hand, the growth in popularity of social media such as YouTube, Instagram
or Facebook has led to an increasing number of users expressing their feelings
and views in audio, visual, and audiovisual formats [23].
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Traditionally, the relevant authorities have relied on video-only solutions,
but crime prevention technologies continue to shift and adapt to a new stan-
dard of sight and sound for an effective solution. Deploying proximity de-
tection, audio, and other sensors analytic gives the relevant authorities the
means to better recognize potential risk or threat. Specifically, vocal aggres-
sion detection technology is gaining traction in security system installations,
as it offers staff better situational awareness, additional information about
an event in progress, and faster opportunities for intervention. Technologies
such as audio analytics not only offer an additional layer of evidence for re-
sponding to incidents [24], but also allow security personnel to assess the tone
of a situation in real time and take immediate action before circumstances
deteriorate. Similarly to how the human ear processes audio, sound detection
software analyses acoustic events through advanced algorithms and classifies
them into predetermined categories.

Aggression detectors are capable of accurately recognizing stress and
duress in a person’s voice, automatically and objectively detecting the pres-
ence of aggression, anger, or fear, and warn individuals by a visual alert or an
audible alarm. For example, consider a conversation between a victim and
known offender and an argument ensues, an audio analytic device equipped
with aggression detecting software could quickly identify the raised level of
stress in either individual’s voice and immediately flag the area for immedi-
ate help. The major benefit of the aggression detection, proximity detection,
and audio analytics solutions on the Edge device comes from the fact that
the technology maintains individual’s right to privacy. Sound detectors do
not listen for speech, language, or key words, but instead analyse frequencies,
volume level, time duration, and other acoustic patterns [25].

2.1. Text Representation

The majority of research surrounding sentiment analysis is focused on de-
tecting negative and positive sentiments on data collected from social media
platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, being one of the promi-
nent sources [26][27] [28]. In recent years, sentiment analysis has gained
immense recognition in the literature, as the analysis of an individual’s emo-
tional state and its dynamics can provide research with queues that could be
used for predicting personality and speech patterns. These predictions can
be used as a form of violence detection in different scenarios.

Sentiment analysis has become more mature in the recent decade [29]
and the most commonly deployed classification techniques were SVM, Naive
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Bayes and Maximum Entropy which are based on the word bag model. The
word bag model however disregards the sequence of the words in a sentence,
which can have a significant effect on the meaning of the sentence as well as
change the sentiment as discussed in the survey carried out by [30].

The detection of violent and offensive language detection is convention-
ally classed in specific types; such as the detection of bullying as seen in [31],
identification of aggression [32] and hate speech identification [33] . NLP
has been applied to a great extent in studies surrounded sentiment analysis
to exploit the lexical syntactic features of phrases and sentences to detect
offensive language [34] . As the NLP community grows and becomes increas-
ingly popular for the automatic detection of hate speech, offensive abusive
language, there are common patterns that can be seen. Initially, data goes
through pre-processing to gain useful insights and to clean up the text from
any irrelevant information using methods such as removing Punctuation’s,
Stopwords,Tokenization, parts of Speech Tagging, and Lemmatization [35].
Machine learning based classifiers were researched in the early days [36][37]
to detect abusive language; feature-based linear classifiers (REF 1 2), neural
network architectures such as convolutional neural network (CNN) or LSTM
which is later then fine tuned by pre-trained language models such as BERT
and Elmo.

However, existing word embedding methods [38], which use a limited
window size, cannot exploit semantic information in the global context. Ad-
ditionally, such an algorithm transforms a word into a stable vector. As a
result, the vector is unable to accurately represent its context at different
locations.

Recently, context-specific language representation models, such as ULM-
FiT [39], OpenAI GPT [40], ELMo [38] and BERT [41], have been designed
by jointly conditioning the left and right context with deep neural networks.
Furthermore, these models can dynamically adjust the word vector accord-
ing to its context. Our work mainly relies on BERT, which provides us with
a strong baseline, and we further modify its standard network structure to
incorporate the target information.

2.2. Inference from Audio

The research field of emotion recognition using audio-based technologies
is gaining increasing attention in recent years, leading to an increasing num-
ber of research studies in the field [42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. For instance, the
work in [6] proposes a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM)
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with attention model to classify four different emotions including ”anger”,
”Excitement”, ”Neutral” and ”Sadness” from the IEMOCAP dataset, which
includes a range of dyadic sessions where actors perform improvisations or
scripted scenarios specifically selected to elicit emotional expressions. To do
so, a silence removal signal processing step followed by the extraction of a 34-
dimensional feature vector composed of a range of time domain, frequency
domain, MFCCs and Chroma-based features is implemented. The results
reported outline a maximum classification accuracy of 70.34%. Making use
of the same dataset, [5] proposes a self-attentional CNN-BLSTM classifica-
tion model fed with the Mel-spectrograms of the corresponding audio files
to classify between the four above-mentioned emotions. A 81.6% classifica-
tion accuracy is achieved by the above methodology. In [47] a multi-channel
CNN fed with Mel-spectrograms and phoneme embeddings generated by the
word2vec model introduced in [48].

A very limited body of literature has concerned the recognition of violent
and aggressive speech from conversations (audio). Therefore, this work aims
at filling this gap by providing a solution for aggressive behaviour that uses
sound as one of the inputs.

2.3. Inference through Data Fusion

The multimodal fusion approach has been used for emotion recognition
using audio, video, and physiological data [49]. Researchers have incorpo-
rated audio, visual and text information as 90% of the existing literature
makes use of them for a more accurate multimodal affect [23] [50] [51] [52]
[53], [54]. [23] main focus was to advocate the multimodal over a unimodal
approach.

Gaurav Sahu proposed a feature engineering-based approach to tackle
speech emotion recognition, similar to the attempted approach they first
trained all of their audio and text features separately and they then fused
them at the feature vectors which were concatenated [55]. Feiyang C et al.
approached the multimodal sentiment analysis by incorporating audio and
text. Their strategy was to use both multi-feature fusion and multi-modality
fusion to improve the accuracy of audio-text sentiment analysis. Their focus
was solely on general sentiment rather than the detection of hateful or neg-
ative sentiment and therefore they used the CMU-MOSI dataset and called
their Deep Feature Fusion - Audio and Text Modality Fusion (DFF-ATMF)
model [34]. Moises H. R. Pereira et al. on the other hand, utilises audio,
textual, and visual clues that they extracted from news videos. They applied
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state-of-the-art computational methods to automatically recognise emotion
from facial expressions; the extraction of modulations from the speeches of
the participants and the sentiment analysis on the closed captions of the
videos. They used a dataset that contained 520 annotated news videos from
three famous TV newscasts and reported an accuracy of up to 84% for the
sentiment classification task [56].

3. Dataset

3.1. Experimental Setup and Dataset

For the implementation of the system, a number of relevant videos from
television series and other audiovisual related material containing domestic
abuse scenes with violent and abusive conversations are retrieved and the
corresponding audio signals are extracted from the videos. A posteriori, a
total of 1295 audio files are divided into time segments with a length of 10
seconds and labelled according to whether they contain verbal abuse (includ-
ing violence) or not on a scale from 1 to 5. They are derived from incongruous
British television series and the different elements of the proposed dataset
are described as follows:

1. A collection of 50 minutes and 42 seconds of video data from scenes
from the series Eastenders [57]. With this, 304 segments of audio with
a duration of 10 seconds are obtained, 195 not containing verbal abuse,
and the remaining 110 segments containing verbal abuse. Another 133
10 second segments were retrieved from 4 to 7 minute long YouTube
videos. Within these, 73 were non violent and leaving 60 with violence.

2. A set of 507 audio files derived from 5 to 10 minute videos from the
British TV serial Coronation Street [57] were collected and split into
10 second segments of audio files. From these, 352 do not contain any
verbal abuse leaving 288 segments with verbal abuse.

3. The corpus also includes scenes that showcases violence and abuse from
another popular series named Emmerdale. From this series there are a
total of 350 10 second audio clips from which 115 did not contain any
violent language, leaving 235 with abusive language.

The resultant dataset embodies therefore a total of 1295 segments, from
which 633 contain verbal abuse and the remaining 662 do not contain any
form of verbal abuse. Implementation was primarily carried out on Google
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Colab as it provides a single 12GB NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU that can be used
for up to 12 hours continuously. The Python library “ibmwatson”was used
to process the video files into 10 seconds segmented audio files.

The reason for limiting the size of each segment to 10 sec to provide a
consistent functionalities across the audio and text features. while longer
segments contain more information, violent and non0violent events will be
mixed. To convert audio to text two approaches were used to eliminate any
errors. The first approach was “SpeechToTextV1” which transcribed the
audio files into text; however, due to the British accent the transcription was
incorrect and had to be looked over by the labellers as they labelled the text.

We choose this dataset as it was not possible to obtain recordings of
real-life conversations given the nature and the sensitivity of the contents.

3.2. Data Pre-Processing

Speech recognition, or speech-to-text, is the computational process of
identifying spoken words within an audio signal and preserving those words
in readable text. To enable the accurate recognition of words and the sub-
sequent translation to text, the audio files need to go through various key
pre-processing steps. These include the removal of unwanted background
noise that does not correspond to human speech, as well as the segmentation
of the audio signal and the grouping of homogeneous regions of the audio
signal regarding the speaker identity (speaker diarization). With this, we
aim to obtain N ”noise-free” audio signals corresponding to the speech of
the N speakers taking part in a conversation.

3.3. Data Labelling and Annotation

In machine learning, data labelling is the process of adding one or more
meaningful and informative labels to pre-identified data to provide context
so that a machine learning model can learn from it. The common approach
in language processing to engineer labels is keyword-based hate speech de-
tection using ready-made lexicons [34] [58]. Since there are no common or
agreed lexicons for violent words, the data was collected and labelled by three
reviewers to suit the needs of the study. Although by utilising lexicons such
as the HateBase, the results of the systems do perform high, it was decided
not to be used as they can be highly biased and unreliable. Furthermore, it
is challenging to maintain and keep the lists up to date [59].

Waseem et al.[60] study was applied as a guideline as they made a generic
definition based on the hate related content found on social media to address
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ID Transcript R1 R2 R3 Label
030 ”are you suggesting i don’t go? well this

is gonna make you feel uncomfortable uh i
don’t know i’ve got people coming in for a
few days at home will do good ”

1 2 1 2

001 ”whatever hey hey hey hey no tip allows you
to do that my friend take your enough for
data take your hands off my husband ”

3 2 3 3

061 ”something else wouldnt it? wouldnt it?
Cause there’s always something else isn’t
it. I cant live like this. No....no Chantelle
please.... look i just ”

2 3 3 3

Table 1: An extract of the data set with the three independent reviews and the determined
label.

the problem of detecting it on Twitter. The Gender Studies and Critical
Race Theory (CRT) are used as baseline. For their study they attempted
to annotate a total of 16,849 tweets corpus into three categories: “Racism,
Sexism and Neither” by themselves. To ensure the corpus was reliable and
impartial, they had a “a 25 years old woman studying gender studies and
non-activist feminist to reduce annotator bias” [61].

For this work, three labellers were recruited to annotate each transcribed
speech segment; one of them being a graduate in Sociology who had a focus
on domestic abuse. The labellers gave a score to each segment within the
dataset with a violence intensity between 0-5 on a Likert scale.

A posteriori, the resultant segments’ labels were obtained by averaging
the scores given by the three labellers as the sentiment polarity. The three
labellers were used to mitigate the natural subjectivity and complex feelings
of language, and define mean values to be used as a curated set of resultant
scores. To test the reliability of the scores, a one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) test was completed and found no significant difference in the mean
rankings provided (p = 0.932 > 0.001). The mean ranking for each reviewer
was 1.21, 1.23 and 1.22 with similar standard deviations as presented in figure
1.
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Figure 1: Average and Standard Deviation values of the three different reviewers ranking.

4. Features Extraction

We leverage two types of features to develop the violent language recogni-
tion system, including audio and text features. Features extraction methods
for both types will be described in this section.

Using Google’s language model Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformer (BERT) [18], we generated word embeddings of each tran-
scribed audio segment. BERT incorporates a method called a masked lan-
guage model, which implements a special classification token (CLS) at the
start and a special separation token (SEP) at the end. It also enables the
randomisation of some words which are then substituted by a (MASK) in
the sequence.

4.1. Text Pre-processing and Feature Extraction

BERT utilizes transformer, a mechanism of awareness which understands
contextual aspects of speech in a single text. In its simple form, transformer
contains two different mechanisms – the encoder which reads the text input
and the decoder which generates a prediction for the task. When imple-
menting the BERT framework, the base model consists of a 12 layer trans-
former block encoder. With each block of the encoder it comprises a 12 head
self-attention layer and a 768-dimensional hidden layer, consisting a total of
110M parameters. The general model enables inputs up to a series of 512
tokens and outputs word embeddings. One of the key steps in data mining
and knowledge discovery is feature extraction as the goal is to select the
most suited features fj to enable more accurate accuracy at the classification
stage. Figure 2, shows an example of of attention between selected words in
the input. The darkness of the colour indicates the strength of the attention
weight (some attention weights have very low values so they are invisible).

To extract features from the dataset, our model makes use of the psycho-
linguistic lexicon Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) package [62].
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Figure 2: Output visualization of attention between example selected words from the
dataset.

Figure 3: PCA analysis on LIWC features
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Figure 4: PCA revised analysis on LIWC features

The purpose of the package is to differentiate the semantic-syntatic patterns
and the different contextual information between of abuse and advice. It
is a lexicon that was created by psychologists with a focus on determining
different emotional cognitive, and linguistic components from text. We im-
plemented LIWC to enable the extraction of the contextual parameters for
each transcription segment.. To supplement the extraction of linguistic fea-
tures, we utilise Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [63] to distinguish the
highest contributing factors across the dataset. PCA is a type of dimen-
sionality reduction technique, which enhances the interoperability of large
multidimensional data. Figure 4, presents the highest contributing variables
which includes parameters such as functional words (to, very, it), analytical
thinking and common verbs (carry, think, go). To check the level of corre-
lation between there variables a Bartlett’s test of sphericity was conducted.
The p-value calculated was <0.1 which confirmed that PCA was appropri-
ate. Through using PCA, it was possible to reduce the dimensionality of the
dataset, while preserving the variance and significance of the contributing
variables.
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4.2. Audio Pre-processing and Features Extraction

As mentione above, the original sampling rate of the different audio sig-
nals that compose the proposed dataset is 22050Hz. However, lower sampling
rates can lead to higher classification rates since the far end of the spectrum is
not expected to contain relevant information for speech-related applications.
Given this, the performance of the system was studied across different sam-
pling rates (22,050Hz, 16,000Hz and 11,000Hz) through the corresponding
down-sampling of the audio signals.

Unlike with other sensory signals or data formats such as inertial signals
from Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs), physiological signals or images, the
extraction of patterns from raw audio data typically involves the extraction
of hand-crafted features to achieve competent performances. This is mainly
due to the fact that raw audio data naturally comes in the form of time series
(time domain), while substantial information about the audio signals can be
only be revealed within the frequency domain. In line with this, this paper
proposes a feature vector that incorporates a wide array of self-engineered
features, revealing relevant information about the signal in both the time
and the frequency domains. Such features are defined in Section 4.2.1 (time
domain), Section 4.2.2 (frequency domain) and Section 5.0.1 (time-frequency
domain).

4.2.1. Time Domain

The array of features calculated in the time domain can be defined as
follows.

- Amplitude envelope:

AEt =
(t+1)K−1

max
k=tK

s(k) (1)

where t refers to the tth frame, K is the frame size and s(k) is the
amplitude of the kth sample of the signal.

- Amplitude envelope discrete derivative:

∆AEt = AEt − AEt−1 (2)

where AEt is the amplitude envelope of frame t and AEt−1 is the am-
plitude envelope of frame t− 1.
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- Root mean square energy:

RMSt =

√√√√ 1

K

(t+1)K−1∑
k=tK

s(k)2 (3)

where t refers to the tth frame, K is the frame size and s(k) is the
amplitude of the kth sample of the signal.

- Root mean square discrete derivative:

∆RMSt = RMSt −RMSt−1 (4)

where RMSt is the root mean square energy of frame t and RMSt−1

is the root mean square energy of frame t− 1.

- Zero crossing rate:

ZCRt =
1

2

(t+1)K−1∑
k=tK

|sgn(s(k))− sgn(s(k + 1))| (5)

where t refers to the tth frame, K is the frame size and sgn(s(k)) is the
sign of the amplitude of the signal at sample k.

- Zero crossing rate discrete derivative:

∆ZCRt = ZCRt − ZCRt−1 (6)

where ZCRt is the zero crossing rate of frame t and ZCRt− 1 is the
zero crossing rate of frame t− 1.

Following the computation of the above time domain features, basic de-
scriptive statistics, including the mean, the maximum, the minimum, the
standard deviation and the root mean squared from each of the features are
calculated, leading to a 30-dimensional feature vector (6 features x 5 descrip-
tive statistics) presented in Table 2.
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Table 2: Features in the time domain.

Feature Mean Max Min STD RMS

AE mean ae max ae min ae std ae rms ae

delta AE mean delta ae max delta ae min delta ae std delta ae rms delta ae

RMS mean rms max rms min rms std rms rms rms

delta RMS mean delta rms max delta rms min delta rms std delta rms rms delta rms

ZCR mean zcr max zcr min zcr std zcr rms zcr

delta ZCR mean delta zcr max delta zcr min delta zcr std delta zcr rms delta zcr

4.2.2. Frequency Domain

Alongside the features extracted in the time domain, a number of fea-
tures are extracted in the frequency domain. To do so, the time series x,
corresponding to the audio signal, is converted into the frequency domain
using the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) along with a Hann window
as follows:

S(m, k) =
N−1∑
n=0

x(n+mH)w(n)e−i2πn
k
N (7)

where m refers to the mth frame or temporal bin, k refers to the kth frequency
within the frequency bins, N is the frame size, H is the hop size and w(n)
is the Hann Window function applied to the nth sample within a frame m.
The Hann Window is given by:

w(k) = 0.5(1− cos( 2πk

K − 1
)), k = 1...K (8)

Once the signal is converted into the frequency domain and the windowing
function is applied to each signal frame, the following features are extracted:

- Band energy ratio (BER):

∆BERt =

∑F−1
n=1 mt(n)2∑N
n=F mt(n)2

(9)

where mt(n)2 is the power of the signal at frame t and frequency bin
n, F is the split frequency and N is the highest frequency bin within a
frame t.
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- Band energy ratio discrete derivative:

∆BERt = BERt −BERt−1 (10)

where BERt is the band energy ratio of frame t and BERt− 1 is the
band energy ratio of frame t− 1.

- Spectral centroid (SC):

SCt =

∑N
n=1mt(n)n∑N
n=1mt(n)

(11)

where mt(n) is the magnitude of the signal at the nth frequency bin
and N is the highest frequency bin within a frame t.

- Spectral centroid discrete derivative:

∆SCt = SCt − SCt−1 (12)

where SCt is the spectral centroid of frame t and SCt− 1 is the spectral
centroid of frame t− 1.

- Spectral bandwidth (SBW):

SBWt =

∑N
n=1 |n− SCt|mt(n)∑N

n=1mt(n)
(13)

where mt(n) is the magnitude of the signal at the nth frequency bin in
frame t, N is the highest frequency bin within a frame t and SCt is the
spectral centroid at frame t.

- Spectral bandwidth discrete derivative:

∆SBWt = SBWt − SBWt−1 (14)

where SBWt is the spectral bandwidth of frame t and SBWt− 1 is
the spectral bandwidth of frame t− 1.

- Spectral roll-off:

Rn−1∑
n=0

|mt(n)| = 0.85
N−1∑
n=0

|mt(n)| (15)
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Table 3: Features in the frequency domain.

Feature Mean Max Min STD RMS

BER mean ber max ber min ber std ber rms ber

delta BER mean delta ber max delta ber min delta ber std delta ber rms delta ber

SC mean sc max sc min sc std sc rms sc

delta SC mean delta sc max delta sc min delta sc std delta sc rms delta sc

SBW mean sbw max sbw min sbw std sbw rms sbw

delta SBW mean delta sbw max delta sbw min delta sbw std delta sbw rms delta sbw

SRO mean sro max sro min sro std sro rms sro

delta SRO mean delta sro max delta sro min delta sro std delta sro rms delta sro

SF mean sf max sf min sf std sf rms sf

delta SF mean delta sf max delta sf min delta sf std delta sf rms delta sf

where mt(n) is the magnitude of the signal at the nth frequency bin in
frame t, N is the highest frequency bin within a frame t and Rn−1 is
the roll-off frequency bin.

- Spectral roll-off discrete derivative:

Rn−1∑
n=0

|mt(n)| −
Rn−1∑
n=0

|mt−1(n)| (16)

- Spectral Flux (SF)

SFt =
N−1∑
n=0

s(k, i)–s(k − 1, i) (17)

- Spectral flux discrete derivative:

∆SFt = SFt − SFt−1 (18)

where SFt is the spectral flux of frame t and SFt− 1 is the spectral
flux of frame t− 1.

Following the computation of the above frequency domain features, as
with the features extracted in the time domain, basic descriptive statistics,
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including the mean, the maximum, the minimum, the standard deviation
and the root mean squared are calculated from each of the features, leading
to a 50-dimensional feature vector (10 features x 5 descriptive statistics), as
presented in Table 3.

4.2.3. Mel-based Features

Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients are commonly used in automatic speech
recognition [64]. Here, we briefly describe the MFCC method. First, the au-
dio signal is segmented into short frames with some overlap. The reason for
keeping the frames short is that the audio signal is assumed to be stationary
over short time. The power spectrum of each frame is calculated using the
periodogram. Then a mel-filter bank of triangular filters is applied to the
power spectra, and energy in each filter is summed up. To match the fea-
tures closely to human hearing, the logarithms of all the filter bank energies
are computed. As the filter banks are usually overlapping in the frequency
domain, a discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied to the log filter bank
energies. In the end, a set of lower DCT coefficients is taken which repre-
sents the MFCCs. In order to exploit the complete discriminative ability of
MFCC, first- and second-order derivatives of MFCC features are also used.

5. Model

Given that the extracted features exhibit differing formats, different mod-
els are proposed regarding the resultant structure of the different feature sets.
Our approach consists of 2D CNN Model and a Bi-LSTM with attention
layer. First we feed the MFCC features and the audio Time Domain features
though 3 layers of 2D Convolutions Neural Network (CNN) followed by Fully
Connected (FC) layer. Then, we setup Bi-LSTM model for the LIWC fea-
tures after applying PCA for dimensionality reduction. We utilise BiLSTM
similar to [65], as it’s often applied to text features as at any time step, it
handles information about the past and future which helps improving the
module accurcy. We feed the time domain features extracted from the audio
signal into a Dense Deep Network to preserve discriminative information.
Similarly, the transcribed text data are fed into BERT model.

In search of the optimal model, we explored the following hyperparameter
spaces: number of hidden layer (0, 1, 2, 3), dropout rate (0, 0.1, 0.5), number
of hidden nodes (32, 64, 128), activation function (‘ReLU’, ‘linear’), Adam
optimizer with learning rate (6.25e-3, 6.25e-4, 6.25e-5, 6.25e-6), and number
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Figure 5: Framework of the proposed fusion model. LIWC features are trained using a
Bi-LSTM model with an attention layer, and MFCC Spectogram features are trained with
a 3 layers 2D CNN model. Audio Time Domain features are trained using Dense Deep
Network and the text is also trained using BERT. Outputs from above is then concatenated
and fed into two fully connected networks (FC) followed by Softmax layer.
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of epochs (1, 5, 10). The best performing model comprised of 3 hidden layers,
128 hidden units in each layer (32 and 64 for CNN filters). The parameters
of the three CNN layers are as follows:

L1 = (K : [3, 3], S : (2, 2), D = 0.5, F = 32)

L2 = (K : [3, 3], S : (2, 2), D = 0.5, F = 32)

L3 = (K : [3, 3], S : (2, 2), D = 0.5, F = 64)

(19)

where, Li=Layer ID, K=Kernel, S=Stride , D=Dropout and F=Filter
size. A max pooling operation with a pooling size of 2 is added between
the layers. Parameters settings are as follows: Dropout= 0.5 and Acti-
vation=Rectified linear units (ReLU), FC1=128, FC2:128, FC3=128. We
adopted F-Score to assess the overall performance of the models. A 10-fold
cross validation strategy is adopted to evaluate the performance of the dif-
ferent frameworks. Each model is trained using the Adam optimizer (with
learning rate of 6.25e-4) and a batch size of 32 for 1 epoch. [-] Cross Entropy
Loss function to assess loss as follows:

L = −
2∑
i=1

tilog(pi) (20)

where ti is the truth taking a value of 0 or 1 and the Pi is the Softmax
probability for the ith class.

To reduce over-fitting, a Regularization lambda of λ=0.01 is utilised and
batch normalization after every convolution layer.

Attention is defined in the following, where X is the representations of the
input sentence with size (seq lens,embed dim), O is the output of Bi-LSTM
and is of size (seq slens,hidden×layers), hidden layers are the hyperparam-

eters of BiLSTM, [
−−→
(O)f and

←−−
(O)b are the forward and backward outputs of

Bi-LSTM, respectively. w is the hidden length weight vector and is gener-
ated from a Fully Connected (FC) layer, W and b are the parameters of the
fully connected layer, c is the weighted context and y is the final output with
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attention.

O, H = BiLSTM(X)

O = [
−→
Of ,
←−
Ob]

O =
−→
Of +

←−
Ob

x = WxO = b

c = tanh(O)× w
y = O × c

(21)

5.0.1. Multi-model Fusion

Figure 5 shows our overall framework for the proposed fusion model. Mul-
timodal information integration is achieved by the concatenation of features
and embeddings from 1)BERT, 2)Bi-LSTM applied to LIWC data 3)Audio
Time Domain, and 4)MFCC after applying CNN. This is then fed into three-
layer Fully Connected (FC) networks, followed by a Softmax layer which
assesses the type of label. The audio and text concatenation captures short-
term, as well as long-term acoustic and linguistic characteristics to detect
violence level in conversations. The framework of the proposed method is
shown in figure 5. To fuse the four types of information extracted from the
different modalities, embeddings generated from both BERT and the BiL-
STM model along with the 2D CNN representations and Audio Time Domain
Dense layer are integrated. The concatenated embeddings are then passed to
a three layers FC networks, which serves as a merge step. The concatenation
of the embeddings is defined in the following Equation.

a = Bi− LSTM(Xembeddings)

b = TimeDomainF (Xt)

c = CNN2D(Xrep)

d = BERT (Xembeddings)

xfuse = [a, b, c, d]

(22)

5.1. Results and Discussion

This section presents the experimental results achieved by the different
proposed violence detection framework using multi-modal fusion. First Ta-
ble 3 shows the results of comparative Deep learning networks applied to the
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Table 4: Model performance using raw text based on six combinations of CNN, LSTM,
BERT and BERT (F1: F1-score).

Model F1
Glove-LSTM 0.5945
Glove-CNN 0.6370
Glove-NN 0.6602
BERT-LSTM 0.6602
BERT-CNN 0.6681

raw text (transcribed from the audio signal). A combination of BERT and
CNN has achieved the best results with F1 score = 0.67 when applied on the
raw text data comparing to BERT-LSTM alone with F1 score=0.66. This
is inline with previous work on emotion recognition in which BERT yields
better results when the focus is on the temporal context [66]. It’s not pos-
sible to compare our model performance to the previous research, because
we couldn’t find any similar work that aims at classifying violence based n
conversations, however our model has done well comparing similar research
looking at emotion recognition including depression classification. For the
Audio modality alone, our model achieved an F1 score of 0.8032 comparing
to depression classification from Audio and text 0.67 in [67]. The full com-
piled results of our fusion model are displayed in Table 4 when applied to
single or multiple modalities for comparison. Audio features alone (including
MFCC and Time Domain features) have achieved F1 score=0.80, while audio
features with BERT (applied to text) achieved F1 score= 0.78. However, the
audio features along LIWC has F1 score=0.69 which is noticeably less when
applying BERT. When integrating all the modalities our model achieved F1
score of nearly 0.85.

The learning curves for our model in Table 6 show good fit. See figure 6
for undercurve

While this is can be considered a good outcome comparing to other ma-
chine learning and deep learning models, however the results suggest that
%15 will be miss-classified which might create some issues when a false alarm
is triggered. Further work and model optimisation is required for higher
accuracy levels. Despite the numerous existing research effort in acoustic
technologies, audio based speech analysis studies and application still have a
scope for further development and improvement, for examples:
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Table 5: Overall model performance of the multimodel features, (F1: F1-score).

Modality F1
Baseline Model (Random Forest-all features) 0.7469
MFCC + Time Domain features 0.8032
MFCC+Time Domain +BERT 0.7790
MFCC+Time Domain +LIWC 0.6934
MFCC+Time Domain +LIWC+BERT 0.8454

Figure 6: Train and Validation Learning Curves for Accuracy and Loss functions showing
good fit.
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• The current dataset alone requires more data to layout a better base
line as most of the available abusive/violent datasets are derived from
social media. Existing good examples of previous work, such as [68]
and [69] don’t account for different accents as they are solemnly derived
from social media.

• When examining violence-related data, analysts are not only interested
in the overall violence of one particular segment or sentence but on the
understanding of the type of emerging violence-related events in a con-
versation. For example the word “killing” may have a violent-related
orientation as in “mass killing” while it has a non-violent one in “killer
app”. Therefore, detecting topic and violence-relatedness longitudi-
nally should serve as a critical feature in helping violence detectors by
providing more over all context.

• Another challenge is domain dependency as the target features are
specific to the domain, it is possible for it to misinterpreting the context
of the text.

• Sarcasm and the tone of the person speaking is another challenge as
they are subjective and could have different meanings, thus being chal-
lenging to model.

6. Opportunities and Challenges

Our future work will focus on the co-design and development of innova-
tive edge devices (wearable or fixed) using multi-modal sensing. This means,
the behavioural data required for violence detection models, need to be col-
lected under highly variant free-living scenarios rather than controlled set-
tings. These real-world devices will incorporate embedded electronics for
intervention and informed by close-to-market research. Central to this is in-
formation fusion enabled by Edge Computing (EC), embedded sensors, wire-
less communications, data fusion and deep learning as well as new co-design
methods. The utilisation of the text modalities has improved the results than
using the audio features by itself. However this is not only reason for the po-
tential of text features for violence detection. In future experiments, we will
look at labeling particular types of violence and text categories which might
help in providing more context to assess the level of violence. For examples,
key text topics can be labelled such as hate, fight and crying which might
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help in determining the nature of detected violence. In addition, we will
introduce more modalities to optimise our models. For examples, movement
recognition including fall detection and detection of fast or jerky movements,
can help in identifying whether the violence is physical. We will consider util-
ising our previous research on proximity detection [64] to determine whether
the victim is in close proximity to a known offender. Since the algorithms
developed in this work require high performance hardware to such as GPU
and the model might occupy hundreds megabytes of storage space. We will
implement effective strategies to accelerate and compress models including
Filter Pruning [70] and quantization base techniques such as Binary Neural
Networks (BNNs) [71] which enjoy a number of hardware-friendly properties
including memory saving, power efficiency and significant acceleration. Be-
side, since our proposed application needs to be performed in real-time, we
will be looking at various techniques and tools to bring model latency down
similar to [72].

There might be a concern about privacy and information sharing. This
work aims to share the output of the algorithms only with trusted organisa-
tions who can act immediately in case of threat or imminent danger. The
users will need to give a consent to and accept to wear or use the proposed
monitoring devise to protect their safety. Making use of Edge Computing
to protect privacy- by choosing a miniature edge device as the base for data
processing at the point of collection the users and their supporters will have
the option to keep data locally, and trigger interaction with other users with-
out the need to share data more broadly. Future adaptations of violence
detection algorithms can adopt a multi trust layer approach to cater for the
users’ needs and to allow their support group to decide how much personal
information to share and with who.

7. Conclusions

As technologies continue to evolve and victim support professionals strive
for better and more advanced ways of keeping people free from harm, law
enforcement bodies can incorporate new tools to better address potential
threats. The use of deep multi-level feature extraction and multi-modal fu-
sion techniques for crime prevention can help in identifying violence or access
aggression in real-time. The experiment showed that our fusion model can
effectively mine violence information from spectral and temporal features
with F1 score=0.85. The research challenges and the limitations of existing
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technologies suggest that the use edge computing embedded in unobtrusive
wearable devices can help the society to live a better and safer life. Future
work will be focused on the implementation and experimental evaluation of
such wearable systems. The incorporation of additional sensing technologies
will be also studied and evaluated.
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